
Ranked Choice Voting (Instant Runoff Voting):

How it works:
RCV is as easy as 1-2-3. Voters rank candidates in order of preference instead of voting for just
one candidate. (Oregon RCV)

Rather than just voting for one candidate, voters rank their choices in order of preference. If, on
the first tally, no candidate gets a majority, the candidate with the fewest top-choice votes is
eliminated. The people who chose the eliminated candidate as their first choice then have their
votes go to their second choice candidate. The votes are tallied again, and the lowest-ranking
candidate eliminated until one candidate gets a majority. (WWeek)

Video: How does ranked-choice voting work?

https://www.oregonrcv.org/
https://www.wweek.com/news/2022/05/01/oregon-democrats-and-republicans-disagree-on-many-points-but-both-used-ranked-choice-voting-at-party-summits/
https://youtu.be/oHRPMJmzBBw


Pros provided by Annie:
● Prevents vote-splitting in situations where there are two viable candidates and one

un-viable candidate
● Has been used in many places in the U.S. and in Australia’s house of representatives
● Finds a majority winner among remaining ballots in the final round

Pros provided by Samantha:
● Advocates say that RCV encourages participation, reduces voters’ feelings that their

vote doesn’t count, and discourages the practice of candidates running as spoilers.
(WWeek)

● RCV improves our elections. Voters get to vote honestly and express their true
preferences. RCV solves the "spoiler" issue and means that no vote will ever be a
"wasted" vote. (Oregon RCV)

● Ranked Choice Voting elects candidates with the broadest possible public support.
(Oregon RCV)

● RCV has a demonstrated track record of improving representation for women and
people of color. (FairVote)

● RCV has been upheld by every court which has examined it, including federal and state
courts. (FairVote)

Cons provided by Annie:
● RCV has exhausted ballots, ballots which are not counted in the final round when

voters don’t (or can’t) rank all the candidates. This disproportionately affects
African Americans, Latinos, voters with less education, and those whose first
language is not English.

● RCV has high rates of spoiled ballots, ballots which are thrown out due to being
incorrectly completed. These appear to be more likely to occur in communities of
color and low-income communities.

● RCV is complicated
● RCV fails the “Favorite Betrayal” criterion. In other words, if you rank your

favorite candidate first, it could help a lesser-preferred candidate to win. Because
of this, RCV has a spoiler effect. Increasing support for a candidate could hurt
that candidate in 15% or more of competitive elections. Note: No voting method
can pass all desirable criteria (this has been mathematically proven).

● RCV ballots or ballot data must be centrally tabulated. This has impacts on
transparency, auditability, and security.

● RCV fails to find a majority winner the majority of the time when additional rounds
of tabulation are necessary. This is because RCV does not count all ballots in the
final round. Note: RCV finds a majority of ballots that make it to the final round,
and if we assume that any exhausted ballots were due to voters choosing not to
rank the finalists (rather than running out of allowable rankings), then RCV finds
a majority among voters who indicated a preference in that round.

https://www.wweek.com/news/2022/05/01/oregon-democrats-and-republicans-disagree-on-many-points-but-both-used-ranked-choice-voting-at-party-summits/
https://www.fairvote.org/electoral_systems_rcv_vs_star_voting
https://www.fairvote.org/electoral_systems_rcv_vs_star_voting
https://alaskapolicyforum.org/2020/10/failed-experiment-rcv/
https://alaskapolicyforum.org/2020/10/failed-experiment-rcv/
https://rangevoting.org/SPRates.html
https://www.startribune.com/ranked-choice-voting-is-flawed-minneapolis-knows-it/209734371/
https://www.startribune.com/ranked-choice-voting-is-flawed-minneapolis-knows-it/209734371/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oWK5QA0RZKrZ4c0LWLSNTt-DBkejQH0_i8dijBHKNkU/edit?usp=sharing
https://electowiki.org/wiki/Favorite_betrayal_criterion
https://youtu.be/FKCWNNYOOkw
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258164743_Frequency_of_monotonicity_failure_under_Instant_Runoff_Voting_Estimates_based_on_a_spatial_model_of_elections
https://www.starvoting.us/summable
https://www.starvoting.us/summable
https://alaskapolicyforum.org/2020/10/failed-experiment-rcv/
https://www.fairvote.org/why-irv-produces-a-majority-winner


● RCV is not transparent. It is difficult to present the results in such a way that
displays the relative support each candidate received. It is also impossible to
present full precinct-level results in any meaningful way.

Reports containing criticism of RCV:

Alaska Policy Forum: Report: The Failed Experiment of Ranked Choice Voting

Fair Vote Canada*: Out of the Frying Pan Into the Fire: Lessons on Ranked Ballot from
Australia
*Note: Fair Vote Canada is not affiliated with FairVote (U.S.). Both organizations advocate for
STV, but Fair Vote Canada is opposed to single-winner RCV (which they call Alternative Vote).

Maine Policy Institute: False Majority: The Failed Experiment of Ranked Choice Voting

Lindsey Cormack: Cataloging the Promises of RCV in New York City

Presentation of results:

To present ranked choice voting results, one option is to publish only first-choice rankings, which
look very similar to plurality results, as it exaggerates the apparent support of frontrunners.

Another option would be to publish the full report of how votes were distributed over the multiple
rounds:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oWK5QA0RZKrZ4c0LWLSNTt-DBkejQH0_i8dijBHKNkU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oWK5QA0RZKrZ4c0LWLSNTt-DBkejQH0_i8dijBHKNkU/edit?usp=sharing
https://alaskapolicyforum.org/2020/10/failed-experiment-rcv/
https://www.fairvote.ca/2020/02/15/alternative-vote-from-the-frying-pan-into-the-fire-lessons-from-australia/
https://www.fairvote.ca/2020/02/15/alternative-vote-from-the-frying-pan-into-the-fire-lessons-from-australia/
https://mainepolicy.org/project/false-majority/
https://medium.com/3streams/assessing-the-promises-of-ranked-choice-voting-in-new-york-city-d46748d5e6af


A third option would be to publish a Sankey diagram which visually shows how votes were
distributed:


